
 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

M5 2:00 PM MALE CAN COL 15-5 Cote (#2) 

7 goals 

Ortiz (#9) 

2 goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

CAN 3 4 4 4 15 

COL 1 0 2 2 5 

 

GAME OFFICIALS 

 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

KRATZ (USA) ORTIZ (PUR) MEYER (CAN) 

 

COMMENTS 

 

The first game in the afternoon session was the one that would probably establish 

the first place in Group B of this event. Colombia struck first with an extra man 

situation. Canada countered with three quick goals from center forward and extra 

man to get a 3-1 lead at the end of the quarter. The second quarter was a decisive 

one were Canada broke the game open. They were able to contain Colombia’s 

offensive weapons while scoring four goals from al over the field of play. Their 

defense was outstanding, not giving Colombia any open looks at the goal. The 

second half started with Colombia trailing 7-1 and trying to do battle with a still 

defensively aggressive Canada team. Canada scored twice in the first three minutes 

of the quarter, but Colombia countered with two quick perimeter goals. Not to be 

outdone, Canada scored two goals in the last two minutes to increase the lead to 11-

3. The last quarter was one of very few shot opportunities for both teams. They 

exchanged extra man and perimeter goals during the quarter. The winning team 

was led by Cote (#2) with 7 goals while Colombia’s best scorer was Ortiz (#9) with 

two goals. In tomorrow’s session Canada will play Peru and Colombia will go 

against Barbados 

  



 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

M6 3:20 PM MALE BRA PUR 17-8 Vergara (#7) 

9 goals 

Loubriel (#11) 

4 goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

BRA 4 4 2 7 17 

PUR 2 1 2 3 8 

 

GAME OFFICIALS 

 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

MITCHELL (CAN) GUERRA (PER) CULLINGHAM (USA) 

 

COMMENTS 

 

Brazil came to play as hard as they could during the second game of the afternoon 

session. They scored a penalty and a perimeter shot within the first two minutes of 

the game. Puerto Rico countered with a perimeter shot and a penalty to tie the game 

2-2. Not to be outdone, Brazil scored from extra man and center forward shots to 

close the first quarter with a 4-2 lead. Tight defense, consistent counter attacks and 

precise perimeter shooting was all Brazil needed to increase their lead in the second 

quarter. They were able to increase their lead to 8-3 at the end of the first half. 

During the second half. Brazil defense just got tighter and tougher, not giving 

Puerto Rico any easy chances. Puerto Rico wasn’t intimidated by the defense and 

was able to match goal for goal their opponent to tie the quarter 2-2 for a 10-5 

Brazil lead. The south American team was too strong from the perimeter and was 

able to score 7 goals during the last quarter for three from their opponent. Brazil 

will play Argentina during tomorrow’s session. They were led by sharpshooter 

Vergara (#7) with nine goals. Puerto Rico was led one more time by Loubriel (#11) 

with four goals. They will go against USA during tomorrow’s session. 

 

  



 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

M7 4:40 PM MALE PER BAR 19-4 Alzamora (#11) 

4 goals 

Smith-Taylor (#12) 

2 goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

PER 7 5 4 3 19 

BAR 2 0 2 0 4 

 

GAME OFFICIALS 

 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

SILVA (ARG) ARAUJO (BRA) DE JESUS (PUR) 

 

COMMENTS 

 

Barbados was not able to contain Peru’s constant attack during the third match of 

the afternoon session. The team from south America came out sizzling, scoring 

seven goals during the first quarter. The goals mostly came from counter attacks 

and defensive lapses by the Barbados team. The first quarter ended with a 7-2 Peru 

lead. The second quarter saw Peru playing a stronger defensive scheme that 

Barbados wasn’t able t decipher. Peru was able to score from extra man, perimeter 

and center forward shots, increasing their lead to 12-2 at the half. The second half 

was all Peru. Their defense never gave Barbados any easy opportunities while 

scoring on some one on nobody shots. Barbados just kept trying to score tine after 

time, but Peru was able to clog the middle and not allow their opponent any easy 

shots. The leading scorer of Peru and the game was Alzamora (#11) with 4 goals. 

Barbados was led by Smith-Taylor (#12) with two goals. Peru will play Canada and 

Barbados will go against Colombia during the third session of the Junior 

Panamerican event.  

 

  



 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

M8 6:00 PM MALE ARG USA 6-15 Lorenth (#9) 

Petrocelli (#12) 

2 goals 

Pulice (#7) 

5 goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

ARG 3 0 0 3 6 

USA 5 4 2 4 15 
 

GAME OFFICIALS 
 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

GRUDE (VEN) LOPEZ (COL) VALOUCHE (CAN) 

 

COMMENTS 
 

 The last game of the afternoon had Argentina and USA go against each other. With 

a tie game against Brazil, USA needed to be the aggressor and get the widest lead 

possible to assure first place in the group. During the first quarter, Argentina 

wasn’t going to lay down and showed the americans that they came ready to play. 

Both teams were solid in the offensive side of the ball but not so solid on defense. 

USA led 5-3 after the first quarter, with three of their goals scored from extra man 

situation. Argentina was strong inside and was able to score two of their three goals 

from inside 5 meters. USA came out strong defensively during the second and third 

quarter, not allowing an easy shot from Argentina, stopping their extra man 

situation, while at the same time scoring six goals to increase their lead to 11-3 at the 

end of the third quarter. Not to be outdone, Argentina rushed back and scored two 

quick goals in less than three minutes of the last quarter to cut the lead 12-5. USA 

roared back and was able to score three quick goals, a surge that Argentina wasn’t 

able to counter. United States will go against Puerto Rico while Argentina will do 

battle with Brazil. The leading scorers for each team were Lorenth (#9) and 

Petrocelli (#12) for Argentina with two goals. Pulice (#7) was the leading scorer for 

USA with five goals  

 


